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ABSTRACT:- A fingerprint based identification solution is best for any application example as now days all services are based on biometric thumb identification. This system integrated with a communication system in order to support and improve the activity of emergency services on large areas, in accidents implying multiple victims. When accident happen then, it is difficult to obtain the victims’ identity data. The implemented proposed system allows the obtaining of a personal and health identity of the persons using the thumb scanner. The personal identity may be maintained during the whole post-accident evolution of a patient, in all the hospitals where a specified person was sent. The patient are registered, their data and evolution being stored and finally, directed from the temporary identity to the true identity, if the conditions allow this. The fingerprint becomes, during an emergency take a short time or a longer time interval, the equivalent of an identity card.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today's medical, hospital, centers use electronic health records for storing and retrieving patient's information. Medical centers provide a relatively easy access to EHR for authorized personnel on site, but this is not the case in the pre-hospital environment. Patients outside a medical center enjoy no benefit from having their information stored in an EHR when emergency medical technicians or private house doctors have no immediate access to such information.

Biometric system has four basic process and that is: first we collect the data from patient, scan patient thumb, identification thumb, and extract data from database. Collection is using of a sensor to capture the biometric traits and then it will convert them to the digital format then extraction will be take the digital data and convert them to detective features into a compact template. Then the comparison process will be comparing the result with the store objects to get best result. Fingerprint is very important technique that widely used for personal identification.

Access to patient information must be done discreetly and must comply with some corporate policies—such as the rules stipulated in the health insurance portability and accountability act (HIPAA) [5]—conditions that must be met for “proper access”. Granting any health professional full access to a patient’s EHR may pose potential law violation and create privacy and security risks. A study analyzing whether or not different health professionals will comply with the information assurance policy of their respective health clinic reveals that as many as fifteen compliance factors are involved in such a decision [7]. Therefore, granting full access to any health professional is simply not wise. Instead, a limited and/or partial access is the solution. Granting partial or limited access to a patient's EHR outside of hospital grounds has been an area of interest [8], but it has been limited to close contact or carried on solutions. In this paper, we focus on granting proper access to a patient’s EHR remotely with the use of a biometric identification system.

Biometrics as a means of access control has been previously studied and found to be a popular choice for guaranteeing authentication and authorization. This includes: iris, voice, face, fingerprint, and hand geometry recognition. Biometric features possess an if-and- only-if relationship discussed. This makes biometric features the ideal basis for any identification system. In particular, fingerprint extraction is relatively easy in comparison with other biometric features. Fingerprints also possess great hardware and software support in industry [1]. Hence, we choose fingerprints as an adequate biometric identification feature for the environment in mind. Note that biometric identification not only can be used for the health data privacy preservation, it can also contribute in preserving the privacy of the token data (e.g. social security number) itself.

We propose a solution that enables emergency medical technicians to have simple and fast, and reliable access to patients’ medical information. The idea is to provide the technicians with a mobile system through which they gain access to necessary attributes of patients’ EHR using the patient’s fingerprint. Reliability is employed by exploiting the uniqueness of a person's fingerprint as a means of access control as well as by precision of fingerprint.
scanners. Privacy of patients is preserved by enforcing an arbitrary privacy policy, the system requires patients to provide only their fingerprint; they need not to carry with them an additional token—such as a health card, driving license, etc.—to receive the service. Simplicity and efficiency of the system is justified through the course of implementation and experiments.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

To develop a system which will give information about medical history of patient in emergency for quick action and proper treatment the ambulance itself which will save precious time of patients.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are several approaches to access electronic health records (EHR) in emergency situations. In Himadri Nath Saha [1], an IOT-based live monitoring system for patients with the risk of heart attack and critical condition of patient health cannot been monitor accurately. In Tishko N. Muhamad [2], this paper tries to offer a simple high performance approach to perform fingerprint recognition. This approach based on two main stages; the first one is the real data collection of human fingerprint samples and the second stage is concentrated on design and implementation of high performance fingerprint recognition approach and also time consuming. In Bernard Fong [3], the smart ambulance consists of a network of connected medical devices, sensors and extends to consumer health devices worn by patients. [3] There is no focus on traffic controlling system in order to make patient arrive hospital on time. In Sabeen Javaid [4], smart traffic management system is proposed to control road traffic situations more efficiently and effectively. It changes the signal timing intelligently according to traffic density on the particular roadside and regulates traffic flow by communicating with local server more effectively. This idea approaches only if higher authorities accessed the permission for traffic controlling in order to avoid lot of time wastage in traffic jams. In Subhash Chandra Kumar [5] the designed system shares the location of patient using GPS module and automatically calls ambulance using GSM module which will carry the patient to the hospital. In accident case personal data of patient cannot be accessed and inform to the patients home.

IV. PROPOSED MODEL

This section clarifies assumptions and the scope of our solution. The granular details and specifications will be explained.

Biometric system works under two specific principles which are verification and identification. Verification in biometric systems is differing from identification, in terms of comparing the obtained biometric information against the saved themes which corresponds to all users in the saved database, while, verification stands to comparison between required identities with the specific attached templates.

**Figure 1: Health record retrieval with privacy-preserved policies**

4.1 Using the system

There are two hardware components, two software components, and a set of privacy-preservation policies in our system architecture. First, the biometric terminal user collects the patients fingerprint image. Then, they select the *identify command* from the system user interface. It is important to note that collecting a patient’s fingerprint during this scenario study is feasible even if the patient is found unconscious. The fingerprint image is then sent as a SQL query to the central database through the biometric terminal’s connection for matching. After this process, the result is either the set of privacy preserved values from a record or a not found message.

**Database Design & Population**

The database is designed in first normal form and created by MySQL open source software. Relations are populated by fingerprints and notional electronic health records (EHR) for a more realistic scenario in experiments. Each EHR has an ID number, binary data column (fingerprint image), and several attributes specifying different medical information or history of patients.

**Data Base:**

Many methods are used for fingerprint data collection. In the implemented approach to collect data from individuals patients. These fingerprints data define any thump of patient. The data was collected from more people. The traditional fingerprints data are converted into electronic data to be ready for the processing for emergency extraction.
V. CONCLUSION

This paper provides insight on how use of biometrics together with new hardware and software technologies can be of significant advances in the combination of privacy preservation concerns and pre-hospital emergency cases. The proposed system describes a biometric terminal that exploits mobile technology to send fingerprint of patients from an emergency scene to a central database, and receive the health information of the patient to provide proper care to them in pre-hospital environment.
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